APPL ID: 2003100003  ISSUED DT: 05/28/20  TYPE: T.I.     AREA SQ: 0000000
DWLNG UNITS: 0      STAT CLASS CD: 22      AIN: 8564007007
VALUATION: 100,000    ADDRESS: 13001 TEMPLE AV   INDH
WORK DESC: TENANT IMPROVEMENT OF EXISTING OFFICES INSIDE WAREHOUSE. ON
FIRST FLOOR 4,541 SF, REMODEL EXISTING RESTROOMS, AND CREATE
NEW OFFICES. ON SECOND MEZZANINE FLOOR 4,000 SF, CREATE NEW
OFFICES AND NEW ADA MENS AND WOMENS RESTROOMS.
APPLICANT : FURUTO       ROY
OWNER :                      
CONTRACTOR: JMH CONSTRUCTION
ENGINEER :
APPL ID: 2004220001  ISSUED DT: 05/27/20  TYPE: ALT/REP  AREA SQ:
DWLNG UNITS: 0  STAT CLASS CD: 22  AIN: 7149007020
VALUATION: 148,000  ADDRESS: 3700 CHERRY AV  LAKE
WORK DESC: INSTALL & ANCHOR CAT WALK LUBE TANK WITH STAIR AND HAND
RAIL. INSTALL PRE MANUFACTURED AUTOMOTIVE MEDIUM DUTY
SHELVING.
APPLICANT: MICHAEL OCHOA, AUTH. AGENT
OWNER:
CONTRACTOR: PACIFIC LIFT AND EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC
ENGINEER:

APPL ID: 1912190023  ISSUED DT: 05/28/20  TYPE: ADD/ALTR  AREA SQ: 0000963
DWLNG UNITS: 0  STAT CLASS CD: 21  AIN: 7172016017
VALUATION: 139,000  ADDRESS: 4938 LORELEI AV  LAKE
WORK DESC: 103 SQ FT FIRST FLOOR ADDITION. 860 SQ FT SECOND STORY
ADDITION. 86 SQ FT BALCONY/PATIO COVER. KITCHEN REMODEL.
APPLICANT: DAVID AROZ
OWNER:
CONTRACTOR: ADS PLUMBING AND CONSTRUCTION
ENGINEER: PHILLIP BENNETT ARCHITECT
APPL ID: 2004160007  ISSUED DT: 05/27/20  TYPE: T.I.  AREA SQ: 0030000
DWLNG UNITS: 0  STAT CLASS CD: 22  AIN: 8168013026
VALUATION: 99,900  ADDRESS: 8728 DICE RD  SFG
WORK DESC: INSTALL STORAGE RACKS: TYPE A=191 BAYS @25FT; TYPE C= 12
BAYS @ 15FT; TYPE D= 6 BAYS @25FT
APPLICANT: CARRIE SHARIFI
OWNER:
CONTRACTOR: SIG SYS INC
ENGINEER:

APPL ID: 2005180027  ISSUED DT: 05/27/20  TYPE: ALT/REP  AREA SQ:
DWLNG UNITS: 0  STAT CLASS CD: 22  AIN: 8169004032
VALUATION: 60,000  ADDRESS: 11805 WAKEMAN ST  SFG
WORK DESC: COVER EXISTING 1 LAYER OF BUR WITH NEW 60MIL FIRESTONE ULTRA
PLY TPO XR, ICC ESR#2831 WITH A TOTAL WEIGHT OF .32 PSF WITH
OUT FOAM INSULATION. EXISTING ROOF MINIMUM SLOP 2:12
APPLICANT: NOEL LEVERENZ
OWNER:
CONTRACTOR: BEACH ROOFING & CONSTRUCTION
ENGINEER:

APPL ID: 2005210006  ISSUED DT: 05/27/20  TYPE: ALT/REP  AREA SQ:
DWLNG UNITS: 0  STAT CLASS CD: 21  AIN: 8008004015
VALUATION: 37,150  ADDRESS: 10069 GARD AV  SFG
WORK DESC: CONSTRUCT 16X28 PATIO; REROOF - REMOVE/REPLACE COMP SHINGLE
ON BOTH HOUSE & ATTACHED GARAGE; INSTALL STONE WORK IN FRONT
OF HOUSE AND STUCCO REPAIR
APPLICANT: KRISTOPHER MARTIN
OWNER:
CONTRACTOR: KRISTOPHER MARTIN
ENGINEER:

APPL ID: 2005220005  ISSUED DT: 05/29/20  TYPE: FIRE SPR  AREA SQ: 0002800
DWLNG UNITS: 0  STAT CLASS CD: 20  AIN: 8002019043
VALUATION: 50,000  ADDRESS: 9630 NORWALK BL  SFG
WORK DESC: EXTEND EXISTING IN-RACK SPRINKLERS TO EXISTING RACKS WHERE
COMMODITY WILL CHANGE, 153 SPRINKLERS
APPLICANT: BRIAN SOUSA
OWNER:
CONTRACTOR: ADVANCE FIRE PROTECTION
ENGINEER:
LISTING OF ALL ISSUED BUILDING PERMITS
FROM: 05/23/20  TO: 05/29/20

APPL ID: 2005110001  ISSUED DT: 05/28/20  TYPE:   AREA SQ: 0000450
DWLNG UNITS: 0  STAT CLASS CD: 21  AIN: 7001009010
VALUATION: 40,000  ADDRESS: 15937 DALMATIAN AV  LMRD
WORK DESC: NEW POOL & SPA
APPLICANT: DAMACIO VIGIL
OWNER:
CONTRACTOR: SO CAL POOLS
ENGINEER:
APPL ID: 2001280001  ISSUED DT: 05/27/20  TYPE:  AREA SQ: 0000666
DWLNG UNITS: 0  STAT CLASS CD: 31  AIN: 7569012008
VALUATION: 80,000  ADDRESS: 5 PINE TREE LN  RHLL
WORK DESC: NEW CUSTOM INFINITY POOL
APPLICANT: VINNY DAMBROSI
OWNER: 
CONTRACTOR: D'AMBROSI CONCRETE
ENGINEER: 

APPL ID: 2005270012  ISSUED DT: 05/29/20  TYPE: ALT/REP  AREA SQ: 0004000
DWLNG UNITS: 0  STAT CLASS CD: 21  AIN: 7567006019
VALUATION: 30,000  ADDRESS: 31 CHUCKWAGON RD  RHLL
WORK DESC: T/O EXISTING REPLACE WOOD AS NEEDED INSTALL NEW LIGHT WEIGHT TILE
APPLICANT: AMERICAS BEST*
OWNER: 
CONTRACTOR: AMERICAS BEST ROOFING CO. INC.
ENGINEER: 

APPL ID: 2005270013  ISSUED DT: 05/29/20  TYPE: ALT/REP  AREA SQ: 0006000
DWLNG UNITS: 0  STAT CLASS CD: 21  AIN: 7567006017
VALUATION: 37,500  ADDRESS: 2 CHESTERFIELD RD  RHLL
WORK DESC: T/O EXISTING REPLACE WOOD AS NEEDED INSTALL NEW LIGHT WEIGHT TILES
APPLICANT: AMERICAS BEST*
OWNER: 
CONTRACTOR: AMERICAS BEST ROOFING CO. INC.
ENGINEER: 